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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF HEAT TRANSFER IN LIQUID BOILING IN HIGH- 

HEAT-CONDUCTIVITY CAPILLARY STRUCTURES 

L. L. Vasil'ev, S. V. Konev, 
P. Shtul'ts, and L. Khorvat 

UDC 536.423:536.248.2 

Results are presented from an experimental study of heat exchange in the boiling 
of water in copper capillary structures at low saturation vapor pressures. 

The current intensive study of boiling processes stems from their heat-transfer coef- 
ficients and high maximum (critical) heat fluxes. The principal method of intensifying heat 
transfer is by using rough and capillary surfaces. For example, in the boiling of water on 
vapotron surfaces [I], the maximum heat flux reached 107 W/m . A value of 3-107 W/m ~ was 
achieved in heat removal on a capillary surface of the "inverted minlscus" type [2]. Among 
the shortcomings here, however, are large temperature gradients (vapotron) and small total 
heat flux (second case). 

The most promising method of intensifying heat transfer is arranging for boiling in a 
capillary structure. The promise of this method owes to the achievement ofhigh critical 
heat fluxes with small temperature gradients. Development of the method is currently pro- 
ceeding in three directions: i) boiling in submerged capillary structures [3]; 2) boiling in 
nonsubmerged capillary structures [4]; 3) boiling in a fluidlzed bed of dispersed particles 
[5]. Analysis of these procedures indicates that boiling in nonsubmerged capillary struc- 
tures -- so-called thin-film evaporators -- is the most promising. The boiling mechanism in 
such evaporators depends significantly on the parameters of the capillary structure. 

We investigated heat transfer in the boiling of water in nonsubmerged copper capillary 
structures, which are most effective at low saturation vapor pressures. 

In examining heat transfer in boiling in capillary structures, we do not find an un- 
equivocal answer to the question of the effect of the parameters of the structures on heat 
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Fig. i. Structure of investigated capillary materials: i) sin- 
tared beads; 2) sintered felt; 3) sintered fiber; 4) rectangular 
channels. 

Fig. 2. Design of experimental specimens: i) cross section; 2) 
capillary structure; 3 and 4) top view of specimens with perpen- 
dicular-intersecting and radial-concewtric channels, respectively. 

transfer. This is due to the many factors which affect heat transfer. For example, the 
dependence of the heat-transfer coefficient on heat flux is of a conservative nature in some 
cases [6], while in others, e ~ qn where n = 0.7 [7]. We will adhere to the second hypothe- 
sis. Very little attention has been given to the relation ~ = f(lef) in current investiga- 
tions, For example, reco~uenda=ions were made in [8] on the use of capillary structures with 
a high effective thermal conductivity, small thickness, and low porosity. Proceeding on this 
basis, in our experiments we chose three types of capillary-pore structures: sintered from 
copper beads, fiber, and felt. We also studied rectangular channels in copper. Figure 1 
shows the structure of the investigated capillary materials. The parameters of the capillary 
structures are given in Table 1. 

The 0.4-1.5 minimum thickness chosen for the capillary structure, high thermal conduc- 
tivity of the body, and the low heat-transfer resistance of the contact made it possible to 
obtain higher values of heat-transfer coefficient and critical heat fluxes than normal, 
Figure 2 shows the setup of the specimens. The porous materials were obtained by sintering 
a disperse medium 1.5 n~n thick directly on a copper disk 40 nun in diameter. The 0.4 x 0.4 mm 
channels were made by cutting directly on the disk surface. The disk was chosen for the spec- 
imen shape in connection with the fact that end heat delivery is often employed in heat pipes. 
The experiments were conducted on a unity of the classic type, representing a hermetic volume 
with a zone for delivering heat to the specimen and a condenser, similar to that described 
in [9]. The main difference is in the heat-exchange block (Fi E. 3). The level of the working 
fluid (distilled water) in the top section of the capillary structure was accurately main- 
tained using a coordinate system. The liquid was absorbed by the specimen through the lateral 
surfaces of the capillary structures. The temperature in the heat-exchanger--condenser and the 
double optical window was maintained by two ultrasonic thermostats. 

The temperature transducers were 12 Chromel--Alumel thermocouples. The heater block con- 
sisted of a copper thermal wedge with a 40-mm-diameter heat-extraction zone. The maximum 
power of the heater was 1700 W, and the maximum heat flux in the heat-extraction zone was 
1.35,10" W/m 2. The electric heater was made of Nichrome, while the electrical insulation was 
a thin layer of spray-coated AlaOs powder. The outer surface of the heater was thermally 
insulated. Thermocouples were embedded in the copper block to measure heat flux. Heat was 
removed from the copper block to the specimen with a mechanical contact employing a clamp. 
The contact heat-transfer resistance was reduced by applying a thin layer of heat-conducting 
paste to the contact surface. The specimen was made tight with a fluoroplastic ring. The 
temperature transducers were installed on the surface of the evaporator, in the vapor space, 
and in the liquid. The wetting of the surface by the working fluid was improved by subjecting 
the specimens to a chemical treatment prior to their installation in the chamber. Air was 
evacuated from the chamber before the tests. The experiment was conducted in the saturated- 
vapor pressure range (0.i-0.2)'i0 s N/m a. In determinin E the critical heat flux, we determined 
the moment of drying from the thermocouple readings and by visual observation. 
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TABLE i. Parameters of Capillary Structures Made of 
Copper 

No. of IThick- i Channel Channel Base di- !Fiber 
ameter, speci- Type of structure ~ness of ~width dmePmth, !length, 

mens [structure~ mm ' mm !mm 

Channels: 

radial 
perpendicular 

Sintered: 
powder (beads) 

>> 

felt 
)> 

>> 

>> 

fiber 

0,4 
0,4 

1,5 
1,5 
1,5 
1,5 
i,5 
1,5 
1,5 

0,4 0,4 
0,4 0,4 

0,04 
O, 063 
O, 04 3 
0,06 3 
O, 075 3 
0,09 3 
0,09 

Discussion of Results 

Figure 4 shows the critical heat fluxes qIcr for different capillary structures. Com- 
parison of the data obtained shows that the qIcr for all of the structures is roughly twice 
as great as the value obtained in boiling on a smooth surface in a large volume. The poros- 
ity of the capillary structures is close to 0.4, so their heat conductivity is highest. 
Specimen 3has the lowest critical heat flux. This has to do with the fact that the specimen 
was poorly made and the particles included impurities. 

Comparison of the maximum heat fluxes for the perpendicular-intersecting and radial-con- 
centric channels showed that the latter had the advantage due to the shorter liquid transport 
length and less sinuousness. The sintered fiber has some advantage over the channels, which 
might be explained by the higher values of effective thermal conductivity. The results ob- 
tained for critical heat flux for the well-prepared specimens with sintered particles showed 
that such capillary structures are to be preferred over those already mentioned. No results 
for critical heat flux were obtained for the sintered-felt specimens due to the limited power 
of the heater. Most of the capillary structures work stably at heat fluxes above 106 W/m a at 
a pressure of 0.2,105 N/m a. 

Comparison of the data obtained for critical heat flux with the experimental data pub- 
lished in [i0, ii] shows that our data is considerably higher. This is due to the fact that 
the structures investigated in [lO, ll] were made of a material with a moderate thermal con- 
ductivity, the cells (pores) were large, and the mechanical clamp did not permit good thermal 
contact between the thicknesses and layers of the structure~ 

Visual studies of the boiling process in capillary structures have shown that there is 
a substantial difference in the way it takes place in a large volume -- the boiling in the 
capillary structures is of a pulsation nature. It is accompanied by vigorous drop entrain- 
ment, with the moisture content of the vapor-drop flow increading with an increase in heat 
flux. This agrees with the results in [12]. Figure 5 presents results of experimental 
study of heat transfer in boiling on the investigated specimens compared to published data. 
It is seen that all of the capillary structures studied have a wall--vapor temperature drop 
in the 5-10~ range with a change in heat flux of (10-127),10 ~ W/m a. These results are ade- 
quately described by the relation q = KAT ~, characteristic of developed nucleate boiling, 
Analysis of the data in the form of the dependence of the heat-transfer coefficient on heat 
flux (points 1-4 in Fig. 5) made it possible to describe the information in the form of the 
empirical relation ~ = 5.68q ~ again typical of developed nucleate boiling. High heat- 
transfer coefficients were seen in our experiment compared to [10] (hatched region II in 
Fig. 5). Our data does agree well with [4, 7, 13, 14, 16]. Most of the empirical points 
from these works were taken close to the first critical heat flux, i.e., in the region most 
characteristic of developed boiling. Individual points (6, 8, 10-15, 18) were obtained at 
P = l0 s N/m a but agree well with the results (points 1-4) obtained at P = 2-10 ~ N/m a. This 
confirms the proposition of the stabilizing effect of the ~apillary structure on the boiling 
process at reduced pressures and the lessening of the effect of pressure on the heat-transfer 
coefficient. 

The study results confirmed that capillary structures in the form of sintered high-heat- 
conducting particles stabilize boiling on an unsubmerged surface at reduced pressures, 
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Fig. 3. Installation of test specimen: i) specimen; 2) fluoro- 
plastic seal; 3) level of liquid; 4) volume for replenishing 
specimen with liquid; 5) working liquid; 6) heater block; 7) 
chamber of heater block; 8) thermocouples; 9) channel for de- 
livering liquid to working chamber. 

Fig. 4. Maximum critical heat fluxes for different capillary 
structures at P = 0.2"I0 s N/mS: i) boiling in a large volume 
[4]; 2) specimen 3; 3) 2; 4) i; 5) 9; 6) 4; 7) 8. q, W/em a. 
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Fig. 5. Dependence of heat-transfer coefficient (W/ 
mS-K) on heat flux (W/m') in boiling of water in capil- 
lary structures: i) specimen i; 2) 9; 3) 2; 4) 4; 5) 
triangular channels [13]; 6) boiling in a large volume, 
sintered 0.l,mm spheres of stainless steel, P = l0 s N/ 
m s [7]; 7) grid; ist layer 4 pm, 2nd layer 130 ~m, 
clamped, stainless steel, P = 104 N/m i [ii]; 8) sin- 
tered copper powder, pore size 0.01 mm, oxidIzedl thick- 
ness 3.17 mm, P = l0 s N/m s [14]; 9) sintered copper par- 
ticles, 0.12-0.25 mm, thickness 1-2 mm (approximate 
data) [15]; 10-15) triangular channels, P-- l0 s N/m i 
[16]; 10, ii) copper, spacing 0.3 and 0.5 mm, respec- 
tively; 12, 13) steel 20, spacing 0.3 and 0.5 mm, re- 
spectively; 14, 15) stainless steel, spacing 0.3 and 
0.5 mm; 16) copper, triangular channels, spacing 
0.653 ~m, P = 5-i0 ~ N/m" [17]; 17) sintered nickel " 
spheres [4]; 18) 4-mm-dlm,. disk without capillary 
structure, P = 105 N/m s [18]; I) relation a = 5.68 
qO.7; II) region corresponding to data in [i0]. a, 
W/mS-~ q, W/m s . 

significantly increase the first critical heat flux (above 10 6 W/me), and improve heat trans- 
fer during vaporization (the heat-transfer coefficient approaches 10 s W/ma-~ 
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